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Honoring My Needs Exercise, adapted from Turning Towards Each Other2

We are gathered to discuss 

LGBTQ+ Justice…
What are my body, heart, and mind telling me 
right now?

Is there a deeper need underneath this?

What words describe my needs in this moment 
and in this context?
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Reflect / Discuss

How do I describe my commitment to 
LGBTQ+ justice?

What about this is important to me in the 
context of church and spiritual practice?

What is and is not LGBTQ+ justice to me?

What have been my patterns of showing 
my commitment to LGBTQ+ justice
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Gender / Identity, Expression, Roles

Sex / Biology, Chromosomes

Sexual Orientation / Identity, Attraction, Behavior
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Gender / …..

Sex / …..

Sexual Orientation / …..

What is important to your spiritual practice/ 

What is important for others to know/



white supremacy is 
about control
a belief we know 
when, where, and how 
bodies should be

white supremacy + 
LGBTQ justice



homophobia, 
transphobia, sexism, 
and misogyny limit all 
bodies and our self-
determination

either/or + binary 
are harmful to 
everyone



Dominant 

Culture 

Gender / 

Sexuality 

Patterns

• Assume adults are partnered + monogamous
• Assume we know how someone identifies
• Assume we know what someone should be doing with 

their body
• Assume binary masculine + feminine roles
• Assumed procreation
• Projected de-sexualization
• Assume access to femmes’ body, labor, intellect, care
• Assume right to know and understand
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To hold in our awareness

• We all have gender and sexuality

• White supremacy seeks to control which limits all of us

• Capitalism tries to sell us a white, wealthy, partnered and cis narrative of LGBTQ people

• Receive and believe

• Not a vocabulary test

• Proximity does not equal justice

• Resist a competition of injustices

• The political right chooses the policy fights most often

Lesbian

Gay

Bisexual

Transgender

Queer

Cisgender

Straight

Asexual

….and more



mindsets’ capacity 

Minimization / vocab list, do + don’t,  invested 

in representation diversity

Acceptance interpersonal curiosity, 

conversant in structural awareness 

/inclusion/

Adaptation shift structure, policy, process 

with focus on outcomes equity
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some possible beliefs or 

perspectives /

Minimization / it’s important that we have 

LGBTQ/ people here and leading

Acceptance how do my/our behaviors show 

I/we care about LGBTQ/ people and justice/

Adaptation when do our practices reinforce 

binary and control/ what are our goals/ when 

and how do we need to shift/
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Reflect / Discuss

What values/beliefs are connected to my 
gender identity or sexual orientation?

When and with whom do I notice and 
name gender and sexuality?

When and how does either/or thinking 
show up? (emphasizing one aspect of 
identity, subscribing to gender binary,
desire to controletc.)
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Intersectionality / 

the Antidotes to Either/Or Thinking/ 

• Notice when you or others are simplifying complex issues

•  Avoid trying to assign a single cause to a problem or a challenge; acknowledge the ways in which 
oppressions intersect and reinforce each other as well as the ways in which oppression can be 
operating at the interpersonal, institutional and structural levels.

/  Adapted from the work of Tema Okun on White Supremacy Culture



1. What practices would I like to incorporate and give attention to in my 
spiritual work/ministry?

2. What do I want to try, shed, release, invite in my spiritual work/ministry? 

Return to your groups 
Practice listening +
reflecting back what you 

think you’ve heard. Check 

your reflections. Make 

offers with permission.
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